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EIC Software Statement of Principles: Community
4. We will aim for user-centered design.

● “[…] keeping the barriers low […]”
● “We aim for a modular development paradigm 

[…]”

6. We will have reproducible software.

● “Data and analysis preservation will be an 
integral part of EIC software […]”

7. We will embrace our community.

● “We will use publicly available productivity tools.”
● “EIC software will be accessible to the whole 

community.”
● “We will support the careers […]” 2



Code Repositories and Continuous Integration???
Code Repository:

A central location for collaborative development 
of all software components, and for preservation 
of a full record of the development activity.

Several widely used options based on git:

● GitHub (github.com or enterprise instance)
● GitLab (gitlab.com or self-hosted instance)
● Others…

Or some more esoteric non-git options…

Milestones and versioning, reproducibility, 
preservation, collaboration, code review

Continuous Integration/Deployment (CI/CD):

A strategy of automatic evaluation of software 
components, and of automatic deployment into 
testing and production environments.

Tightly integrated with repositories:

● GitHub
● GitLab

Or as a separate service:

● Jenkins, Travis, CircleCI

Automation, quality control, workflows, 
deployment into production environments 3



Why is this important?
A community of 1200+ EIC researchers contributes to or relies upon software 
developed simultaneously by 100s of people.

We must be able to provide a validated reference implementation in a 
fast-moving development environment during the phase towards CD2/3a.

We must maintain insight in the software versions (for all components) that were 
used to reach design decision (~ Data Analysis & Preservation).

Note: 100+ developers and 1000+ users makes a pay-per-user service infeasible. 
At $10s per user per year (or per month!) this is not a sustainable cost model. 
Self-hosted services operated by laboratories can fit under operating expenses.
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Our Requirements for Code Repository/Integration
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● Service should not require a paid account per user
● Service should be accessible from anywhere in the world, without 

requirements for a specific DOE laboratory account
● Repositories should allow for configurable access policies, ranging from 

world-readable to private (with access only for select users)
● Supports continuous integration into production environments
● Non-restrictive limits on our level of interaction (for public projects):

○ ≥ 1000 repositories (sum of public and private),
○ ≥ 10 GB repository size (with ability to increase as needed without significant cost),
○ ≥ 1 TB / mo bandwidth (with ability to increase as needed without significant cost).



GitHub Organization (free tier)

● GitHub is a closed-source commercial 
product with a free tier for public projects

● Powerful cloud backends (Azure) with 
administrative limits to encourage 
upgrades to enterprise tier

● Premier platform for open source projects
● Imposing of future restrictions is unlikely

Experience in the EIC community:

● Existing EIC organization on GitHub
● Many proposal-stage projects on GitHub

High accessibility, standard platform, but limits 
on continuous integration opportunities

Solutions Considered
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Self-Hosted GitLab Server (e.g. ANL eicweb)

● GitLab Server is an open-source product 
(with features as commercial add-ons)

● Self-hosting allows scaling with demand, 
but requires dedicated personnel and an 
institutional commitment to continuity

Experience in EIC community:

● Existing EIC on commercial GitLab
● Many yellow report projects on GitLab
● Self-hosted GitLab server at ANL used by 

ATHENA collaboration

High customizability, dedicated processing 
power, excels at continuous integration



Decision Consensus: Hybrid Solution
● “We will implement a hybrid solution that uses GitHub as the primary code 

repository, while using the eicweb GitLab instance for CI/CD.”
● “An ad hoc committee of eicweb experts will investigate the best option for leveraging 

CI/CD at ANL using GitHub (e.g. GitHub runners, mirrors, webhooks, etc…”
● “The existing EIC organization at GitHub established by the EIC User Group Software 

Working Group will be used.
○ Some admin privileges will need to be shared with the EPIC Working Group conveners.“

● “The best practices model for the repository will include:
○ Repositories will be open and public unless there is a specific reason to make them private
○ External packages will not be forked/cloned to the eic organization and modified unless under extremely 

exceptional circumstances.”

Hybrid solution meets all requirements for code repository and continuous integration.

Examples of comparable hybrid solutions in other large projects: HPC-oriented package manager spack uses GitHub as its 
community front-end with DOE-hosted exascale resources with GitLab instances as backends. 7



GitHub Organization Management
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GitHub Organization Management
Any EIC collaborator can join this community and use its resources.

Administered by the EICUG Software Working Group conveners.

Sub-teams for subprojects:

● @eic/epic-devs: write permission to EPIC-related repositories (branches)
● @eic/epic-admins: admin permission to EPIC-related repositories (settings)

Tools for collaborative development:

● GitHub Discussions
● GitHub Projects
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https://github.com/orgs/eic/teams/epic-devs
https://github.com/orgs/eic/teams/epic-admins


GitHub Discussions
● EIC-wide question and answer, discussion forum, etc… 
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GitHub Projects
● Kanban task tracking boards, e.g. EPIC SimQA working group
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https://github.com/orgs/eic/projects/1/views/1


User Incentives for Collaboration on GitHub
GitHub functions as an extension of the 
resume for students and researchers 
interested in research software 
engineering.

● Self-hosted GitLab repositories leave 
this information hidden from potential 
employers.

Visibility of existing software in a single 
organization accessible to everyone opens 
up to contributions from outsiders who wish 
to build on our projects.
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Move completed from eicweb to eic/epic and eic/ip6 on GitHub

● Primary geometry development now happening completely on GitHub
● Regular weekly developer meetings: review of issues, PRs, and WIPs
● All merge requests require passing both GitHub and eicweb CI pipelines

GitHub Migration: Geometry Repositories
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https://github.com/eic/epic
https://github.com/eic/ip6


GitHub Pipelines
● EPIC: ~50+ jobs on GitHub
● IP6: ~10+ jobs on GitHub
● Downstream detector, 

reconstruction, and physics 
benchmarks on eicweb

● CI must respond promptly
● Community-supported GitHub 

Actions infrastructure:
○ eic/trigger-gitlab-ci
○ eic/run-cvmfs-osg-eic-shell
○ AIDAsoft/run-lcg-view
○ cvmfs-contrib/github-action-cvmfs
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https://github.com/eic/trigger-gitlab-ci
https://github.com/eic/run-cvmfs-osg-eic-shell
https://github.com/AIDASoft/run-lcg-view
https://github.com/cvmfs-contrib/github-action-cvmfs


Summary
The software infrastructure will use a hybrid solution that combines the benefits 
of public and accessible code repositories on GitHub with powerful and scalable 
backends with self-hosted GitLab servers for continuous integration.

The transition of repositories and software projects from GitLab servers used in 
the past is well underway, and proceeding on schedule towards completion by 
October.

Implementation of integration of GitHub continuous integration with self-hosted 
GitLab servers is proceeding ahead of schedule.

Self-hosted GitLab server eicweb can be operated under MOU with EIC project, 
and EIC host laboratories could contribute similar infrastructure in the future.
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